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Esperanza Titanium TK101UA USB Keyboard (Ukrainian)
The Esperanza Titanium TK101UA keyboard is a wired model with a Ukrainian key layout that combines the basic functions needed for
everyday work. Its ergonomic shape and flexible keys make it comfortable to use, even during prolonged typing. Its sleek black design
makes it fit in well on any desk.
 
Ukrainian alphabet on the keys
The Esperanza Titanium TK101UA keyboard is distinguished by the presence of letters derived from the Ukrainian alphabet on the keys,
which is particularly useful for users who write in Ukrainian. This feature makes the keyboard ideal for people who speak this language....
 
Durability
The  manufacture  of  high-quality  materials  and  the  use  of  modern  UV  technology  for  printing  letters  and  symbols,  with  an  additional
protective layer, increases the resistance of the keys to abrasion. This is important for those who frequently use the keyboard, ensuring a
longer life.
 
Compatibility
The keyboard is compatible with popular operating systems such as Windows XP, VISTA, 7, 8, and 10, making it a universal choice for
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many users. It can be easily connected to various devices thanks to its standard USB connection.
 
Additional Information
The keyboard measures 442 x 140 x 22mm and has a cable length of 1.45m, making it easy to fit into your work space. As an added
bonus, it is protected against electromagnetic interference, which is important in an environment with many electronic devices.
 
 
BrandEsperanzaModelTK101UA  (Ukrainian)ColorBlackDimensions442  x  140  x  22mmCable  length1.45mOperating
voltage5,0+/-0,25VWorking currentless than 10mAWorks with systemsWindows XP/VISTA/Windows 7/Windows 8/ Windows 10

Preço:

Antes: € 4.5018

Agora: € 4.00

Jogos, Keyboards
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